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Introduction:
The old stock market adage, “Sell in May and go away” continues,“don’t come back till St Leger Day”. However,
analysis of the historic data shows that the worst returns over this period occur in May and June. After
June, returns up to St Leger Day (in September) tend to be quite flat. In fact, after traditional weakness in
June, prices quite often bounce back in July - making this month a small island of strength in an otherwise
weak six-month period.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top.Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view.
Our allocation to the stock market reverts to overweight. Whilst it is true that we are in the
weaker part of the year, we regard the economic environment as positive and see earnings as a market
driver.
Washington has had an uncommonly deep impact on the markets this year. Some elements of policy, such
as the Tax Cut & Jobs Act, have been favourable for stocks, both by helping companies invest more in
infrastructure and by driving the earnings growth that keeps valuations in check.
A faster-growing global economy, and accelerating trends in company earnings would be positive in any
stock-market environment. Given that these trends are occurring amid a stock market that has stalled,
the valuation implications are increasingly positive. Whilst some investors are suspicious that the good
earnings growth being reported is all smoke and mirrors, unequivocal evidence of accelerating growth
in GDP, which captures more than corporate profits, could be enough to move bull doubters into bull
believers.The all-important US economy, for example, is in “great shape” according to the Fed with inflation
close to target and Q1 GDP growth at 2.2%, the best first-quarter growth since Q1 2010.
For investors, signs that the economy can deliver robust growth this late in the economic cycle might be
the necessary ingredient to get the stock market cooking again.
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Recommended Investment:
Legal & General Group plc - 8x P/E, 6.7% yield
Founded in 1836 and headquartered in London, Legal & General Group plc (L&G) is a provider of life
insurance, general insurance, pensions and investment management services. It has operations in the UK
and America, with investment management businesses in the Gulf, Europe and Asia. Listed on the London
Stock Exchange and a constituent of the FTSE 100 index, L&G is ranked the second largest institutional
investment management firm in Europe.
Rising demand to take the uncertainty out of future pension payments has recently been driving earnings
growth. During the five years to 2017, the life assurer grew earnings per share at a compound annual rate
of 18%. What’s more, the company has a solid track record for turning those earnings into cash. That has
backed a growing dividend, which has compounded at 15% a year over the past five years.
L&G’s institutional business has meanwhile become increasingly important in driving profitability. It has
been taking advantage of the growing market for pension scheme buy-ins and buyouts, insuring against or
fully taking on the liabilities of pension schemes. The Office for National Statistics reckons that, in total,
defined-benefit schemes in the UK’s private sector have aggregate liabilities of about £2.3 trillion, but so far
only about 7% of those schemes have insured their future payouts. Such business is also making progress
overseas, particularly in the US, where in 2017 L&G completed 15 ‘bulk’ deals, totalling $713m (£514m)
in premiums, up more than half on the previous year. Admittedly, income from these types of transaction,
where pension scheme trustees buy bulk annuities for their members, can be lumpy, given their large size.
But management says it was quoting on around £17bn of buy-ins and buyouts in March.
On the retail side, sales of individual annuities have been dull since the introduction of pension freedom
reforms in 2015. L&G wrote £671m in individual annuity premiums last year, up more than three-quarters
on 2016, underpinned by its highest volume since 2014. However, that compared with £1.3bn in sales in
2013.
Strengthening demand from external pension schemes for L&G’s range of products is bolstering inflows
into its investment management arm. It gained £43.5bn in net external inflows last year, representing 5%
organic growth. That included record international inflows of £33bn, following expansion of its overseas
distribution network, which included establishing trading and index fund management operations in
Hong Kong and securing its first Australian client. Together with market returns, that took assets under
management to £983bn.
In summary, we like the company for both its high yield and low valuation, making the shares suitable for
income and capital growth seekers alike. The group’s balance sheet is in good health, so the shares’ income
status looks assured. It had net cash of £3.4bn at Y/E 2018 and a so-called ‘Solvency II ratio’ - where 100%
is the satisfactory level of capital to statutory requirements - of 180%.The shares are trading at just 8 times
forecast earnings, a discount to competitors Aviva and Prudential. Investment bank Deutsche Bank has a
305p price target, suggesting 16% potential upside. Buy.
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Tweet of the Month:
“Some investors are worried that the US yield curve might invert - that longer-dated yields could fall below shorterdated ones.They are right to worry”
In the last 30 years, we have seen 10-year US treasury yields fall below the Fed funds rate on four occasions. On three of those occasions, a recession followed.
Yes, the time lag is variable. And it’s not the case that more inverted yield curves lead to worse recessions;
the curve was less inverted in 2007 than it was in 1989 or 2000 but the following recession was far nastier.
Nevertheless, there is predictability here. Between January 1987 and April 2015, there are 340 end-month
data points. Of these, we have had 290 upward-sloping curves and 50 inverted ones. After the 290 upwardsloping occasions industrial production grew by an average of 2.4% per year in the following three years.
After the 50 inversions, however, it fell by an average of 1% per year in the following three years.
The yield curve, then, predicts recessions. Given that economists have been terrible at forecasting these,
this means the curve sends a useful message.
There’s a simple reason for this. When long-dated yields are below shorter-dated ones, it’s because investors expect short-term interest rates to fall: for example, in early 2007 they held 10-year bonds on yields
of below 5% rather than cash on yields of more than 5% because they thought cash returns would fall. But
why might they expect short-term rates to fall? It’s because they fear a recession. In this sense, the yield
curve captures the dispersed wisdom of crowds.
Luckily, there’s little chance of the yield curve inverting very soon. But it could do so next year. Futures
markets are pricing in a fed funds rate of 2.7% for December 2019. It would take only a moderate rally in
10-year bonds to then invert the curve.
Even the most parochial of equity investors should worry about this simply because if the yield curve
predicts a recession it also predicts falling share prices. In those 50 months when the US yield curve was
inverted, the All-Share index fell by an average of 9.1% in the following three years. It posted some sort
of fall on 36 of those occasions - 72% of the time. By contrast, in the 290 months when the curve was
upward-sloping the market rose by an average of 22.8% and fell over the three years in only 15.5% of cases.
This means a fall in the index is 4.6x more likely in the three years following an inverted yield curve than
it is in the three following an upward-sloping curve.
Therefore, investors should monitor the 10-year US treasury yield versus the Fed funds rate. Any inversion
is likely to be a clear sell signal.
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Trader’s Corner:
Quarterly Sector Strategy
The following
quarters:
Quarter
1st		
2nd		
3rd		
4th		

sectors have been found to be the strongest/weakest in the FTSE 350 over the year’s four
Strongest Sector		
Chemicals			
Personal Goods		
Banks				
Chemicals			

Weakest Sector
Oil & Gas Producers
Construction & Materials
Oil & Gas Producers
Industrial Transportation

This suggests a strategy which cycles a portfolio through the four strong sectors throughout the year Chemicals from 1st January to 31st March, Personal Goods from 1st April to 30th June, Banks from 1st
July to 30th September and Chemicals from 1st October to 31st December. Over the last 10 years, this
strategy would have grown a £1,000 portfolio into £13,300, compared with a buy and hold in the FTSE AllShare of £1,669. Investors looking to trade this strategy could look to buy shares in Barclays plc in the third quarter
(187p, 9.8x P/E, 3.5% yield, 19.8% potential upside to average broker price target). More sophisticated traders may
look to use a CFD to gain leveraged upside to the sector as well as create their own hedge fund by shorting the
weakest sector whilst going long the strongest sector via CFDs.
Seasonal Tendency
In an average July, the start of the month tends to be strong - the first week of the month is among the
top ten strongest weeks in the year. After that, the market has a propensity to drift lower for a couple of
weeks until finishing strongly in the final week. Going long the market via a CFD before the final week of the
month would be the best way to capture this move.
Option of the Month
Sell HSBC plc October 640 puts at 8.5p
FTSE 100 stock yielding 5.5% and with 5% potential upside to the average broker price target.
Click here to view our guide to the Traded Options Market.
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Quote of the Month:
“If you can follow only one bit of data, follow the earnings - assuming the company in question has earnings” - Peter
Lynch
Legendary Fidelity fund manager Peter Lynch focussed on earnings growth as one of his key investment
parameters. He was more interested in looking at the earnings development of individual companies rather
than following macro-economic trends. He understood that earnings growth was the fundamental driver
of shares prices over the long term. Lynch popularized the stock investment strategy “GARP” (Growth At
A Reasonable Price), an investment strategy that combines tenets of both growth and value investing by
finding companies that show consistent earnings growth but don’t sell at overly high valuations.

Economics:
The UK’s dominant services sector grew at the fastest pace in eight months in June, driving a bounce back
in the nation’s economy and boosting the case for a Bank of England rate increase as soon as next month.
Still, even with growth gaining momentum, there remain signs that Brexit-related uncertainty is continuing
to hold back investment. The British Chambers of Commerce has warned that UK companies are at
“breaking point” over Brexit, and are delaying spending decisions as they await answers to key questions.
The surge in earnings at European companies in 2017 is already starting to look like ancient history as
economic conditions and a looming trade war choke off expansion. The enthusiasm over the economy
finally coming back after the financial crisis is already fading. It’s looking more and more like the European
Central Bank mistimed its move to tighten monetary policy with last month’s announcement it was ending
asset purchases at the end of the year. Labour disputes, rising oil prices and higher euro rates in currency
markets all contributed to the slower growth. Along with US President Donald Trump’s aggressive trade
policy, the gloomier economic environment has made companies more cautious.
The US economy created more jobs than expected in June, comfortably above the 120,000 jobs per
month it needs to keep up with growth in the working-age population. Overall, the report was positive
news insofar as it suggests the economy still has some capacity to grow at an above-trend pace without
generating much inflationary pressure. Similarly, it should ease the concerns of the hawks at the Fed who
worry that the Fed’s rate hike campaign is behind the curve.

Investment Calendar:
July is the second busiest month for FTSE 100 interim results
4th July			
6th July			
13th July		
20th July		
26th July		
27th July		
31st July

Independence Day - US closed
US Nonfarm payroll report
New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
Options Expiry Day
ECB meeting
Full Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
FOMC meeting starts
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain
The January Barometer
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive,
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. Judging by the first 5 days, 2018 is likely to be a
positive year for the stock markets.
July
The variation in performance that exists between the 12 months of the year is statistically significant. For
example, December is the FTSE 100’s best performing month since 1984, rising 2.5% on average, 86% of
the time. July is the 5th best performing month, rising 61% of all the years in July, with an average return of 1.1%.
So, after a usually disappointing May and June, shares tend to perform a bit better this month.
Third Quarter
The FTSE 100 has risen 22 of the 34 years between 1984 and 2017, posting an average gain of 0.9%.
Sell in May and go away; don’t come back till St Leger Day
Historically, this is the worst time of the year. Since 1966 to 2009, the FTSE All-Share has returned an
average of just 0.7% between May Day and Halloween (it is known as the Halloween effect in the US)
compared with 7.8% between Halloween and May Day. Some investors, therefore, tend to reduce exposure
to the stock market from May. Our pagan ancestors knew this, which is why Beltane is a time of festivity
(where people look ahead to fertility, plenty and joy) while Samhain marks the beginning of the “darker
half” of the year. In March & April lighter evenings and warmer days cheer us up, which makes us more
willing to take risks such as buying shares. So prices rise to high levels, which are difficult to sustain over
the summer. In the autumn the darker nights make us gloomier, with the result that prices fall to low levels
from which they recover.
Second-Year U.S. Presidential Cycle
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses,
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.
Chinese New Year - Year of the Dog
Chinese calendar revolves around a 12 year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, ox,
tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 21st
January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The best
performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been the
rooster and snake.
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Seasonality (cont):
Market’s Decennial Cycle
Since 1801, the strongest years for the FTSE All-Share have been the 2nd, 3rd and 5th years in the decades.
The market has risen 14 out of the 21 decades in these years, with an average return of over 4%. The
weakest has been the 10th being the only year to have a negative average change (-1.2%).
The 8th year had been strong in recent decades until the sharp correction witnessed in 2008. Notwithstanding that,
the year has still been positive in 14 of the 21 decades (67%), rising on average 2.9%.

Technical Analysis:
The market is looking quite positive from a technical perspective, lying just 156 points above an upwardsloping 200-day moving average. This unwinding of the overbought level from May bodes well for what is
the 5th strongest month of the year for the stock market. However, with the ADX having fallen to a level
of just 11, the market is expected to trade in a tight range between the upper and lower Bollinger bands
lying at 7,752 and 7,494 respectively.
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading
improves” – John Murphy

Chart Legend:
20 day moving average (signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
50 day moving average (signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
200 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below
30). Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).
ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance.
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).
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